
Jacques Berenger – Natural Resource Management

Job Duties And Training

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

School of Environment and Natural Resources

Wildland Firefighter Experience

• S-130 & S-190 courses required for position

• Pre employment pack test required

• Served as Crew EMT

• Serve as a member of a 10-person handcrew module

• Contained and put out wildfires locally and on 
assignment

• Participated in firefighting strategies(Line Digging, 
Burnouts, Mop-ups, etc)

Application Process and Recommendations

A special thanks to my parents, my overhead in 
Washington, my crewmembers, and my bunkmates. You 
all made this experience happen and I couldn’t have 
done it without your guidance and support.  

• Create an account on USAjobs.gov and sign in
• Create a resume linked to your account by either uploading 

your own or using their resume builder (be sure to include 
start and end dates and hours worked per week for job 
experience)

• Search the usajobs website using keywords for fire or by 
job location

• If you have specific places you want to work do your 
research and find the contact info for hiring managers. 
Express your interest in their location via phone call to 
stand out from the applicant pool.

• Speaking to a hiring manager will assure that you apply to 
the correct job posting for the position you are interested 
in.

• Apply to job postings on the site by uploading relevant 
documents. 

Travel on Assignments Tools of The Job

Crew participates in 
chainsaw training exercise I walk in full gear on a

conditioning hike

The Alligator Fire
burns up a hillside in
early September

Using a chainsaw to brush out a 
road

The crew hikes up a steep
drainage on the Fly Creek Fire in 
Oregon after chunking in line

The crew catches a
break at the top of a
difficult hike in Alaska

I pose with a drip torch 
after setting a burn 
behind me

The fishing town of Seward on the Kenai Peninsula 
in Alaska 

The crew reaches Carter Lake in Alaska after 
a conditioning hike

The crew in front of a glacier in Kenai-Fjords 
National Park

Gavin(left) and me(right) taking a 
selfie after day 2 of the Funny River 
Fire

Chainsaw limbing tree

I show full Sawyer 
equipment and gear load

A LAT drops retardant to 
secure an edge on the Fly 
Creek Fire in Oregon

Use of a drip torch to 
set a burn-out

Mission Statement:
“to sustain the health, 

diversity, and productivity of 
the nation’s forests and 
grasslands to meet the 

needs of present and future 
generations.”

Base Location: Kettle Falls, WA

The website you
will use for federal
hiring


